






































E/C REGGIE ASUNCION,
BATCH 2022

2013- applied as Engine cadet  and 
was declined for the 1st time.
 
2014-Engine Cadet in Cargo Vessel
(Inter-Island)
 
2016- 2018 onboarded a Fishing vessel
where for 28 months , he had  no
communication from family, no signal
for 10 months, no anchorage for 1 year,
with Indian Ocean waves way bigger 
than the  waves from the North Sea
 
2018- He re-applied  and was accepted
but he did not join bec he wanted to go
onboard right away.

2018- Started Applying  in companies
(walked in and emailed 11companies )
  

This Engine Cadet, one of the most skilled, reliable and
hardworking apprentices from batch 2022 graduated from
Northern Phils. College for Marine, Science and T
echnology (NPCMST)   in La Union  . His inspiring story of
determination started with a dream.
 
His brother, 3/E Franklin Asuncion,  who used to be a Ne+
U apprentice, encouraged him to join the program.  His
long and colorful relationship (11 yrs. this 2024!) with
NePlus and  Crystal started in 2013, in our old office in the
streets of Intramuros.

Cadets 
to Riches

By: Jenny Cueto



2018-2019  He onboarded a Tanker Vessel after, spending all his
money on himself. According to him, he has not realized his sense
of responsibility that time.
  
2020- Covid time; Was into Online selling  (Fruits and
Vegetables);  earned much but he felt disheartened because
people looked down on him by saying, " What happened to the
seaman? Is that the seaman?"
 
2021-  Worked as Welder, Mason, Construction worker and
Painter  while waiting for company replies
2022 - Went back to NePlus to apply as Engine cadet; Trained for
7 months
 
2023- Onboard Myklebusthaug in Feb.
 
2023- A Changed man, Reggie started helping his family,
supporting his son, investing in real estate (had their home built,
bought a property for Fruit and Vegetable planting),  Livestock
(Pigs and Goats)
     Reggie has been onboard Myklebusthaug Offshore Vessels for
8 months now . In less than a year, he has invested in all of these
gems. Thanks to his persistence and hardwork, and to  all the
challenges he fought head  on and won. All of those have
contributed to what he has achieved and has become.
 
2024- He will take his 3/5 Training for Motorman/Oiler

And in 2025- He will take the Licensure exam  for OIC and soar
once more to reach for his dreams , inspire more people, help and
support his family and be his mighty best version.
 
His Tips for Success?
-Spend money wisely.
-Help parents.
-SMILE, no matter how tired you are.
-Be proactive. Have initiative.















SEASEEDSEASEED
HIGHLIGHTS 2023HIGHLIGHTS 2023
Crystal Shipping SeaSeed Credit Coop,
with a commitment to enriching lives and
fostering sustainable development, the
cooperative organized a series of
impactful activities aimed at benefiting
both its members and the wider
community. 

May marked a
significant milestone
for Crystal Shipping
SeaSeed Credit Coop
with the launch of its
Savings Program, an
additional financial
service offered by
SeaSeed. 

In July, the cooperative demonstrated its dedication to environmental
sustainability by organizing a Tree Planting activity at San Pablo
Laguna.

The program aimed to
promote financial literacy and
empower members to secure
their financial futures,
fostering stability and
resilience within the
community. 

by: Ruffa Abante



Officers of Crystal Shipping SeaSeed Credit Coop came together to
plant trees, contributing to the preservation of nature and the
creation of a greener, healthier environment for the Brgy. Soledad.  
 
September brought about the first-ever Lakbay Aral in MagCoop
(formerly Magsaysay Multipurpose Coop), a large scale coop in the
maritime industry. This educational exposure provided officers and
management with valuable insights into cooperative practices and
principles, fostering knowledge exchange and collaboration among
cooperatives. 
 
December was a month of giving and bonding for Crystal Shipping
SeaSeed Credit Coop. The cooperative organized an Outreach
program with the Home for the Angels Foundation for Abandoned
Children, extending help and donations. Additionally, December
marked the first-ever Offsite Meeting and Team Building in San Luis
Pampanga, where officers came together to foster camaraderie, and
teamwork, laying the foundation for future collaboration and
success. 
 
In addition to these community-focused initiatives, Crystal Shipping
SeaSeed Credit Coop conducted four in-house seminars covering
topics such as SeaSeed services, Financial Literacy, and Gender
Sensible seminars. These seminars aimed to empower members with
knowledge and skills essential for personal development. 
 
Crystal Shipping SeaSeed Credit Coop's diverse array of activities
underscores its unwavering commitment to creating a positive
impact on society and the environment. By nurturing financial
literacy, environmental consciousness, and social welfare, the
cooperative exemplifies its dedication to holistic growth and
sustainable development. 
 
Looking ahead, Crystal Shipping SeaSeed Credit Coop remains
steadfast in its mission to serve its members and the community at
large. With its’ values and principles, the cooperative continues to
inspire positive change, making meaningful contributions to the lives
of many. 


























